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For a limited time, the NSW Government is offering
NSW households and small businesses a discount on
installing an energy efficient air conditioner. By installing
a model with a high energy star rating, you can reduce
energy use, save on bills and help the environment.

How will replacing my air
conditioner help my household
or small business?
There’s no denying that having an air conditioner makes
life so much more comfortable when you’re battling the
harsh Australian climate. Even in the hottest days of
summer and the coldest days of winter, having a reliable
unit can ensure that you’re comfortable all year round.
However, there comes a time when your air conditioner
just doesn’t perform as well as it once did.
Excessive noise, costly repairs, unusually high energy
costs and uneven cooling/heating are some signs that
your air conditioner might be on its way out.
Heating and cooling can use a lot of energy. Buying an
air conditioner with a high Energy Star rating will save
you money and keep your home/business comfortable.

What discount can I get and
how do I know if I’m eligible?
The installation discount will depend on the size of the
air conditioner. Not all air conditioning units are eligible.
Confirm with your Air Conditioning Incentives (ACI)
approved Daikin Specialist Dealer if the unit you need
qualifies for the discount prior to installing.

For households
Capacity
Size

Minimum Energy
Star Rating

Discount

2.5kW

5.5 and above

$200

3.5kW

5.5 and above

$200

5.0kW

4 and above

$500

10kW

3.5 and above

$1000

Conditions:
- be located in NSW
- buy an eligible air conditioner and its compatible DRED adaptor*
- use an approved installer to purchase and install your air
conditioner and DRED adaptor
- own your home or have approval from your landlord to install
the air conditioner

For small business
Capacity
Size

Minimum Energy
Star Rating

Discount

2.5kW

5.5 and above

$200

3.5kW

4 and above

$500

10kW

3.5 and above

$1000

Conditions:
- be located in NSW
- be on a small business tariff with your energy retailer
- buy an eligible air conditioner and its compatible DRED adaptor*
- use an approved installer to purchase and install your air
conditioner and DRED adaptor
- own your business premises or have approval from your landlord
to install the air conditioner

*A Demand Enabled Response (DRED) air conditioner allows your electricity provider to control
the system at various pre-programmed levels, to manage your demand on the power grid during
peak periods.

WHAT CAN I INSTALL?

CORA

REVERSE CYCLE
SPLIT SYSTEM

FTXM20QAVMA | FTXM25QAVMA | FTXM50QVMA

Whisper quiet operations with industry
leading energy efficiency.
R32 REFRIGERANT

INVERTER POWERFUL OPERATION

PRECISION CONTROL

R32 is the next generation in refrigerants
with a substantially lower ‘Global
Warming Potential Factor’ than R410A,
providing less risk of harm to the
environment.

Push the POWERFUL button on the
remote control and you’ll be relieved with
a cooling or heating boost for a 20 minute
period, even if the unit’s already operating
at high capacity.

For even greater precision and
control, you can now set your room
temperature in increments of 0.5°C to
ensure optimal comfort conditions

COANDA AIRFLOW

INTELLIGENT COMFORT

AIR PURIFICATION

Discharge louvres are specially designed
to stream air upwards along the ceiling
for longer throws and delivering rapid
cooling and even temperature distribution
in the occupied space.

The New 2-area Intelligent Eye is so clever
it can now either direct airflow towards you
or away from you for draught free comfort.
If the room is unoccupied the unit will
automatically enable energy saving operations.

Each model is fitted with a titanium
apatite deodorising air purification
filter that traps microscopic particles,
decomposes odours and even
deactivates bacteria.

all year round.

TECHNOLOGY
NEW CROSS FLOW FAN
Large diameter rotor with aerofoil blade
design delivers larger volumes of air more
quietly than ever before.

NEW ODM MOTOR
Compact 10 pole DC outer rotor
motor delivers higher torque more
efficiently.

REDESIGNED HEAT EXCHANGER
Slit type fin design with Ø5mm piping
increases heat exchange area for improved
capacity output and energy performance.

INTELLIGENT EYE
If no is movement detected for a period of
20 minutes, the air conditioner adjusts the
set temperature by ±2°C to save energy.

SPECIFICATIONS
Indoor Unit

FTXM20QAVMA

FTXM25QAVMA

FTXM50QVMA

Outdoor Unit

RXM20QAVMA

RXM25QAVMA

RXM50QVMA

Cool (kW)

2.0

2.5

5.0

Heat (kW)

2.7

3.2

6.0

Cool (kW)

0.9-2.8

0.9-3.7

1.1-6.7

Heat (kW)

0.9-4.3

0.9-5.3

1.0-8.0

Cool

5

5.5

4

Heat

5.5

5

4

4.92/5.03

5.03/4.92

4.33/4.43

Rated Capacity
Capacity Range
Energy Label/Star Ratings
A.E.E.R/A.C.O.P
DRED Adaptor

Cool/Heat

BRP070A43

DAIKIN MOBILE
CONTROLLER (OPTIONAL)
In conjunction with Daikin’s
internally mounted BRP072A42
wireless LAN adaptor*, the easy
to use Daikin Mobile Controller
app allows you to use your
smartphone or tablet device to
operate your Cora Series unit via
Wi-Fi or the Internet.

BRP070A44

Notes:
1. The Rated Capacity, Power Input and Running Current are determined under conditions T1 (cooling) or H1 (heating) of AS/NZS 3823.1.1
Cooling: Indoor temp: 27°CDB/19°CWB, Outdoor temp: 35°CDB/24°CWB
Heating: Indoor temp: 20°CDB/15°CWB, Outdoor temp: 7°CDB/6°CWB

*Additional wiring adaptor (BRP067A42) required for compatibility
with BRP072A42, Daikin Mobile Controller CANNOT be used in
conjunction with wired controller (BRC073A4).

OTHER GREAT
ELIGIBLE OPTIONS

ZENA
(Reverse-cycle split system)
Engineered with the latest technology, its stylish and
elegant design integrates seamlessly into any space.
Model Number

Capacity Size

Star Rating
(cooling/heating)

FTXJ25TVMAW

2.5kW

5.5 / 5.0

FTXJ25TVMAK

2.5kW

5.5 / 5.0

DRED Adaptor: BRP070A43

For more information, refer to the Daikin Split System brochure.

SUPER
MULTI NX (R32)
(Reverse-cycle multi-split system)
Giving you the ability to control your indoor units
individually to make every room a comfort zone.
Model Number

Capacity Size

EER/COP
(cooling/heating)

3MXM52RVMA

5.2kW (3 ports)

4.95 / 5.15

DRED Adaptor: BRP070A46

For more information, refer to the Daikin Super Multi NX (R32) brochure.

VRV
H/R
(Variable Refrigerant Volume System)
Designed to meet the energy needs of the modern
commercial building.
Model Number

Capacity Size

EER/COP
(cooling/heating)

REYQ6TAY1

16.0kW

4.73 / 4.83

RXYQ6AM

16.0kW

4.73 / 4.83

RXYQ8AYM

22.4kW

4.33 / 4.41

RXYQ12AHYMA

32.0kW

4.73 / 4.83

RXYQ14AHYMA

38.4kW

4.49 / 4.57

RXYQ16AHYMA

44.8kW

4.35 / 4.42

RXYQ22AHYMA

60.8kW

4.44 / 4.50

DRED Adaptor: DTA104A61

For more information, refer to the Daikin VRV General brochure.

YOUR ACI APPROVED DAIKIN SPECIALIST DEALER:

Daikin Australia Pty Limited ABN 62 000 172 967
For Sales enquiries, email sales@daikin.com.au
For Customer Service or Techical Support, call 1300 362 438

